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The idea of Semantic Web presumes structured, machine-readable data published 

freely on the Web using open standards so that new intelligent applications could 

emerge. Such data is being constantly created and linked together, thus forming the 

Linked Data cloud or the Web of Data. Currently, there are few hundreds of such 

datasets covering wide range of domains. However, only few works actually pursue the 

idea of wider adoption of such datasets. The aim of our work is to use Linked Data for 

various tasks of web personalization.  

In our research we focus on discovering relationships between various entities in 

the Linked Data cloud. Our method can also be used for automatic concept map 

construction which has applications in the knowledge management domain. For this 

purpose we use unstructured data from the Web, which we transform to concepts and 

discover links between them. 

Primarily, we create concept maps usable for recording the technical knowledge 

and skills of software engineers, and research fields of interest of scientists (especially 

in the domain of information technologies). 

We examine the utilization of such concept maps and Linked Data utilization in 

order to 1) improve the navigation in a digital library based on what the user has 

already visited [7], 2) find similarities between scientists and authors of research 

papers and recommend them to the readers browsing a digital library [2], 3) analyze 

Linked Data graphs and find identities and similarities between various entities [5], 4) 

enhance the displayed articles based on linking entities to DBpedia [4] and recommend 

additional interesting information to the reader within a digital library, 5) enable users 

to search for information using natural language queries in English [3]. 

In all of the problems mentioned above we were able to improve the results of 

current research methods. We also proved that using Linked Data and concept maps in 

such problems has potential to improve results in various Web personalization and 

adaptation tasks. 
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Linked Data are being used in various datasets forming a Linked Data Cloud. In 

the center of this cloud there are two main datasets: DBpedia [1] and YAGO [6]. Both 

use Wikipedia as their primary source of information. The goal of these datasets is to 

extract and define as many entities as possible, so that others can link to them. 

For the purpose of describing the knowledge of software developers we propose 

the creation of a concept map. The map is composed of a set of concepts representing 

various technologies and principles the developers are familiar with. 

Building an adaptive web-based application using a domain model based on 

linked data enables us to utilize the relationships to recommend related entities (e.g. in 

the domain of learning materials), or to help the user navigate in a large information 

space (e.g. in large digital libraries containing millions of authors, papers and 

conferences which may overwhelm the user). We can also use the relationships to help 

the user in the search process. Since the Linked Data cloud has the form of a large 

graph we are able to answer complex queries, which are difficult to solve using 

traditional keyword-based approach. 

We evaluate the models and methods of their creation directly by comparing them 

to existing ones or by evaluating facts from them using domain experts. Moreover, we 

evaluate the models indirectly by incorporating them in adaptive personalized web-

based systems and measure the improvement in the experience of users (i.e. they get 

better recommendations, search results, etc.). 
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